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 WESTERN EUROPE REGIONAL ACTION NETWORK 

 

 

TO:all WERAN groups for action 

 all WERAN coordinators for information 

 

[Please start work on this case as soon as possible after receiving it.  If 

you are unable to work on this case please inform your Coordinator or 

the Research Department immediately and it will be re-allocated.  Thank 

you.] 

 

CC:For information only - WERAN Coordinators 

     Relevant Sections 

     Actions Team, ISD 

 

FROM:Europe Region Research Department 

 

DATE:6 June 1994 

 

 WERAN ACTION  

 

COUNTRY:GREECE 

 

 

SUMMARY OF AI CONCERN 

 

Amnesty International is becoming increasingly concerned about restrictions 

on the right to freedom of expression in Greece despite promises by the 

government to amend the relevant legislation. The legislation has been used 

against those expressing opinions about the existence of an ethnic Macedonian 

minority in Greece or a different opinion than the Greek government's on its 

policy towards the neighbouring Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia. See 

WERAN 30/92, AI Index EUR 25/16/92 and updates WERAN 2/93, AI Index EUR 25/04/93; 

WERAN 26/93, AI Index EUR 25/14/93; WERAN 36/93, AI Index EUR 25/16/93; and 

WERAN 06/94, AI Index EUR 25/02/94 for more detailed information. In October 

1993 the Minister of Justice, Mr Georgios Kouvelakis, promised amendments to 

the penal code. No steps appear to have been taken to implement this promise. 

Full details of our concerns about this individual case will be found in the 

attached external background paper Greece: Christos Sideropoulos - Ethnic 

Identity on trial (AI Index EUR 25/04/94)  

 

 

 

Groups are asked to take action as soon as possible (ideally immediately) after 

they receive this action as a trial is taking place on 5 October 1994.  Any 
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appeals you can send before that date will be appreciated. The defendant is 

at risk of becoming prisoner of conscience. 

 

PURPOSE OF ACTION 

 

To inform as many key people as possible outside Greece of the situation in 

Greece (and if possible get their support) and to communicate to the Greek 

authorities international concern about these restrictions. 
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INTERNAL      Amnesty International 

       International Secretariat 

AI INDEX: EUR 25/04/94    1 Easton Street 

WERAN NO: 19/94     London WC1X 8DJ 

       United Kingdom 

 

 

 RECOMMENDED ACTIONS 

 

 

1.Please send courteously-worded letters of inquiry, preferably in Greek, 

English or French, or in your own language to: 

 

• Express concern about the trial of Christos Sideropoulos on 5 October 

1994 who has been prosecuted for peacefully exercising his right to freedom 

of expression; 

 

• Point out that if Christos Sideropoulos is imprisoned Amnesty 

International will consider him to be prisoner of conscience.   

 

• Urge that the Greek authorities take immediate steps to drop all charges 

against Christos Sideropoulos. 

 

• Urge that urgent steps are taken to ensure that no further restrictions 

on the exercise of the right to freedom of expression take place in Greece. 

  

 

ADDRESSES: 

  

 Mr Georgios Kouvelakis    Fax: (+30) 1 77 59 879 

 Minister of Justice 

 Ministry of Justice 

 96 Messogion Avenue 

 115 27 Athens 

 Greece 

 

 Mr Karolos Papoulias   Fax: (+30) 1 36 09 716 

 Minister of Foreign Affairs     36 24 195 

 Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

 1 Akadimias 

 106 71 Athens 

 Greece 

 

 Mr Konstantinos Triaridis  Fax: (+30) 31 23 51 09 

 Minister of Macedonia and Thrace 

 Ministry of Macedonia and Thrace 

 Odos El. Venizelou 48 

 Thessaloniki 

 Greece 

 

 

 

2. Please send a copy of one of your letters to the authorities to at least 

one the newspapers listed below: 

 

Eleftheros Typos    Eleftherotypia 
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Mitropoleos 1    Minoos 10-16  

105 57 Athens    Neos Kosmos 

      117 43 Athens 

 

Ethnos     Kathimerini 

Benaki Street    Sokratous 57     

Metamorphosi Chalandriou  104 31 Athens 

152 35 Athens 

 

Ta Nea     Rizospastis 

Ch. Lada 3     145 Herakleiou Ave 

102 37 Athens    14 231 Nea Ionia 

      Athens 

      

To Vima     Apogevmatini 

Christou Lada 3    12 Fidiou Street 

102 37 Athens    106 78 Athens 

 

Pontiki 

10 Massalias Street 

106 80 Athens 

 

 

 

3. Please Send a postcard or a letter to Christos Sideropoulos with your 

greetings and support, if possible in Greek or English or if not in your own 

language. If possible, ask him for a photograph of himself for use in your 

campaign on his behalf. Please send a copy of any photograph of Christos 

Sideropoulos to the IS as we can make good use of it (eg for Worldwide Appeals 

or theme campaigns). If you get a reply from Christos Sideropoulos please send 

a copy to your co-group and/or the research team at the International 

Secretariat. His address is:  

 

Christos Sideropoulos 

 Philippou 11 

 53 300 Amyndaio 

 Greece 

 

DURATION OF ACTION: UP TO FOUR MONTHS FROM RECEIPT OF THIS MAILING.  [If after 

six to eight weeks you have had no response from the authorities listed above, 

please write to them again, referring to your earlier letter(s).] 

 

 

PLEASE REMEMBER THAT IT IS IMPORTANT TO SEND THE RESEARCH 

DEPARTMENT - AS SOON AS POSSIBLE - COPIES OF THE LETTERS YOU SEND 

TO THE AUTHORITIES IN CONNECTION WITH THIS ACTION AS WELL AS ANY 

REPLIES YOU RECEIVE.  THANK YOU. 
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HOW THE WERAN WORKS: 
 

TIPS FOR COORDINATORS AND GROUPS  
FROM THE EUROPE RESEARCH DEPARTMENT 

 
 

As soon as the individual/relevant research team decides to issue a RAN action 

on a specific human rights violation in Europe, it writes up the action and 

dispatches it directly to groups and Coordinators in the WERAN network.  The 

majority of actions sent to the WERAN network concern cases of alleged 

ill-treatment (in police custody or in prisons).  

 

 

WHAT HAPPENS TO THE WERAN ACTION AFTER IT HAS LEFT 

THE RESEARCH DEPARTMENT? 

 
The research team decides how many groups are needed to participate in the 

action, then sends it direct to the relevant WERAN Coordinators.  As 

soon as possible, each Coordinator then allocates the action to a group 

(or several groups, as specified in the action), taking the groups' 

workload and language ability into consideration.  Copies of the action 

are also sent to the relevant section office for information. 

 

Each Coordinator then informs the research team which groups will be working 

on the action. 

 

Each group will start work on the action, sending copies of their letters 

promptly to their Coordinator, who will then forward them to the research 

team.  (There is no need to send multiple copies of the same letter to 

different authorities - just attach a note saying who the letter has 

been sent to).  In the same way, if the group receives a reply, it should 

be sent immediately to the Coordinator for forwarding to the research 

team.  If the reply is undated, then the group should indicate the date 

when the reply was received. 

 

 

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A GROUP DOES NOT HAVE A WERAN 

COORDINATOR? 

 
The research team will simply dispatch the WERAN action direct to the group. 

 The group should then start work on it and send copies of their letters, 

and any replies from the authorities, straight to the research team in 

London. 
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WHY DO GROUPS NEED TO SEND COPIES OF THEIR LETTERS TO 

THE RESEARCH TEAM? 

 
It is absolutely crucial that groups send the research team copies of both 

the letters they have written and any replies received!  The reason for 

this is not for us to check the letters you write - but so that we can 

be sure that the authorities have been contacted by Amnesty International 

about a particular case of concern to us.  In most actions, the only 

communication with a government about a particular case may be through 

a WERAN group.  We need this sort of information in order to write external 

papers such as the six-monthly AI bulletin, Concerns in Europe.  The research 

team also needs to be kept up-to-date in case it has to communicate 

directly with the government of the country concerned.  Without the 

groups' contribution, Amnesty International is unable to rely on its 

information being up-to-date or accurate. 

 

 

WHAT HAPPENS IF A GROUP IS UNABLE TO PARTICIPATE IN A 

PARTICULAR ACTION? 

 
If you receive an action and find that you are unable to work on it, please 

inform your Coordinator (or the research team in London, if you do not 

have a Coordinator) so that the action can be promptly re-allocated to 

another group.  It is very important that you do not just ignore the 

request for action. 

 

 

REMINDERS FOR COORDINATORS: 

 
When you receive an action for allocation, please let the research team know 

as soon as possible which group(s) will be working on it. 

 

Please inform the Actions Team in the Campaign and Membership Department if 

a group changes address (even if only temporarily) or has left the WERAN 

network.  We need to know we can rely on groups to take action. 

 

If for any reason you are unable to carry out your responsibilities even on 

a temporary basis - for example, if you are ill or away on holiday - 

please inform the Europe Research Department so that WERAN actions can 

be sent to another Coordinator or group. 

 

Keep in regular contact with your groups to offer advice on their WERAN 

activities. 

 

 

GOOD LUCK WITH YOUR WORK ON THIS WERAN ACTION! 


